
COSTUS STEM DIVISION

Strong, healthy, flowering stems work best.

To hydrate plant well, water plant
thoroughly and let stand.

Cut stem off rhizome.

Paper like sheaths often appear at the base
of a mature Costus stem. Peel those back
and discard. Only remove the old sheaths.
Leave the green leaf sheaths in place.

With a clean, sharp clipper or knife, cut
between leaf nodes at an angle. Start at the
bottom and work up the stem. The first cut
should be above the very last leaf. If the
last leaf has a very long stalk, this can be
cut in half. Mark the top of the cutting so
that once it is separated, you can tell which
end is up!

Remove each leaf as close to the stem as
possible. Counting nodes as you go, make
sure there are several nodes between each
cut.
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When finished there should be several
separate stem cuttings. The shortest stem
cutting is usually next to the inflorescence.
The inflorescence should be removed.

Cut leaves in half so that that the stem will
put more energy into making roots not
sustaining a large leaf. Experience has
shown that stems with at least a little leaf
roots better than when all the leaves are
removed. Stems with no leaves sometimes
root as well.

Place stem cutting in rich organic soil bottom
down. Try to cover as many leaf nodes with
soil as possible. Roots will appear at each
leaf node that is covered in soil. Burying
more leaf nodes in the soil produces a better
chance of survival and eventually a healthy
new plant.

Stem cuttings may be placed in the same pot
for convenience or placed in separate
containers.

Tag pot with plant name and date of division.
Keep evenly moist but not too wet. Roots
will appear within a few weeks.


